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We surveyed topography of small coronae on Venus and created a data set of quantitative 
description of coronae topographic patterns. We failed to arrange all coronae profiles into an 
evolutionary sequences. We have not found prominent dependences between parameters of 
corona topography except an obvious trend the smaller corona, the simplier its topographic 
pattern. There is weak correlation of widths of all ring-like topographic features against corona 
diameter. The facts evindence that wide diversity of topographic patterns are due to individual 
peculiarities of corona-forming sources rather than variations of geological settings and ages. 

Introduction. Coronae are specific circular-shaped tectonic features on Venus surface [1,2]. They are thought 
to be surface expressions of mantle diapirs or plumes [1,2,3]. We focus on topography associated with coronae. 
E. Stofan made qualitative overview of corona topography [4]. She classified coronae in 9 groups according to 
presence of some typical features in their topographic profiles Her study did not reveal apparent correlation between 
topography pattern and morphological appearance of coronae. 

According to conventional scenario [2,3] corona formation starts with dome-like rise, then circular topographic 
features are formed, and finally general depressing of topography occurs. However we failed to arrange all corronae 
profiles collected in this study in one evolutionary sequence according to conventional scenario, even if we allowed 
the sequence to vary with corona size. We examined correlation between topography patterns and different 
parameters of coronae to reveal factors influencing corona topography. 

Quantitative description of t o ~ o ~ r a v h v .  We Rim Outer I 
camed out quantitative overview of coronae topography. c Central rough 'ISe Surrounding 
Up to now we surveyed only coronae listed in [2] with 1 high plain 
diameter I 300 km. For each corona we chose one or 

Interior 
several sectors with clearly circular topographic pattern 
and estimated radial positions and typical heights of main f 

I I topography elements. We used the same elements as E. 
Stofan [4]: central high, rim, trough, outer rise. They are 1 

shown in Fig 1. Arrows in the figure show radii and I 
elevations we measured. Usually coronae have only some - :  
of shown elements. Some coronae do not display 
circular-like topographic pattern, their original I i 
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topography is apparently destroyed by some later 
processes. Such coronae (E. Stofan's group 9) were not included in our study. 

In this way we obtained a set of numbers characterizing "idealized profiles of coronae in selected sectors. This 
approach has some advantages in comparison with using real profiles, because it allowed us to eliminate numerous 
local errors in topography data [5] and simplified statistical analysis of topography patterns. 

Data analvsis. To overview collected profiles in this study we separated them into 4 types according to 
presence of ring-like structural elements of topography. 
3 Type I (24% of profiles): dome or depression, maybe with central high; no ring topography elements; 

E. Stofan's [4] groups 1, 7, 8; 
Type 2 (49%): rim, maybe with central depression or central high; groups 2, 3, 4; 

3 Type 3 (19%): circular trough, maybe with central plateau or central high or, rarely, with inner rim.; 
Type 4 (8%): both circular trough and outer rise, rarely with central high or rim; groups 5, 6. 

Calculating percentage listed above as well as performing all averaging mentioned below we weighted each 
"idealized profile according to width of corresponding sector. 

Mean diameters and standard deviations of diameters for coronae of four types are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen 
that presence of several topographic rings are more typical for larger coronae. In other words, a trend "the more 
complex topography pattern, the larger corona" is observed. However, it is impossible to subdivide whole size range 
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I I into domains of ringless, one-ring and two-rings coronae (Our diameters determined 

s I 
300 ; through outermost radii of corona topographic elements sufliciently differ from - 7 diameters from [2] derived from geomorphologic study Surely correlation between f - 200 1 _ 2 - I them exists but it is not strong ) 
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.s 100 C - I Fig. 3 shows mean elevation of corona surrounding above planetary radius of 
I 0 6050 krn and its standard deviation. Types 2 and I display higher mean value. Both 

these types are those whose outermost topographic ring (rim or outer rise) is ' elevated above surroundings. It might be supposed that systematic changing of 
lithosphere properties with elevation (say, controlled by surface temperature) 

E 3 1 promotes formation of such a ring. To check this supposition we studied elevational 
X - dependence of width, height and tilt of outer slope of type 2 coronae. No correlation 

I was found. Thus trend seen at Fig 3 seems to be occasional. 

In Fig. 4 for coronae of type 2 width of outer slope of the rim is plotted against > 1 '  
Q, - Fig. 3 outer radius of the rim. Weak correlation is observed. Similar correlation is noted for 
W 

0 width of all circular features. Weak correlation was found for rim width against 
height of corona interior in respect to surrounding planes. No correlation with 
dimensions of coronae was found for rim height and tilt of outer slope. 

Fig. 5 shows spatial distribution of coronae of different types. The nearest 
coronae seem to tend to be of the same type, that would mean that topography pattern is partly controlled by 
geological settings. The arrow in Fig. 5 marks a cluster, where all small 
coronae are of type 2. Filled circles in Fig. 4 correspond to these 
coronae. The correlations among these coronae are not better then 
among whole population. It means that even if geological settings 
influence topographic pattern, this influence is not dominant 

Discussion and Conclusions. Results presented are not final. 
More thoughthl investigation of collected topographical data set as Z 
well as expanding of the data set is desirable. It is necessary to combine 
our data with detailed morphological study of coronae. Nevertheless o 50 100 150 200 
our preliminary conclusions are following. We found faint influence of Outer radius, krn 

size, interior elevation and geological settings on coronae topographic 
patterns. This influence does not cover all variety of the patterns. Wide diversity of topographic patterns seems to  be 
due to individual peculiarities of each corona. 

Turning from observational facts to speculations about corona formation, we can say that these individual 
peculiarities can be related with wide diversity of physical properties of diapirs caused coronae formation. If all the 
diapirs had been just spherical regions of overheated mantle material, we would find less individuality in coronae 
appearance and topography. Imperfect shape of diapirs, continuing diapirs, and chemical variations of diapir and 
mantle material might cause the diversity. It might point to prominent thermal and chemical lateral inhomogeneity of 
venusian upper mantle. - 
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